
SAINT JOHN'S ACADEMY, ALLAHABAD
CLASS IV   SEC. _______        SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK  2023-24

Name : ___________________________________   Adm Code. __________

[Note : The summer holiday homework is to be done on a separate answer sheet only and 
submitted to the Class teacher on the first day when the School reopens.]
Children must revise the portion taught from April to May 2023

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

Q-1) Complete the sentences by adding some meaningful word /words : 
1. The children are ___________.
2.  Aliya went to _____________.

Q-2) Read the following sentences. Circle the subject and underline the predicate : 
1. Gandhiji was a great patriot.
2. My grandmother tells us stories. 

Q-3) Rearrange the words and make meaningful sentences: 
1.  the behind were the bush thieves hiding
2.  I dog enjoy with playing my

Q-4) Rewrite the following sentences by using capital letters wherever necessary : 
1. jack went to school.
2. we go to the park every monday.
3. the flowers are kept on the table.

Q-5) Fill in the blanks with proper nouns:
1. The _________ is a holy book.
2. _________ is sitting on the tree.
3. _________ cook tasty food.

Q-6) Write a short paragraph on" My  best friend".
****

ENGLISH LITERATURE 

Read the Chapter 3- ‘The Scavenger Hunt’ and then answer the following questions :

Q.1) Give the meaning of the following words :   
1) spare  2) grumbles  

Q.2) Make sentences of your own :
1) village 2) bucket 
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Q.3) Answer in one word  :
1) Small rounded stones are called ______________.
2) A pointed tool used to make holes ____________________. 

Q.4) Fill in the blanks: 
1) Mai doesn't have a _______ cloth. 
2) Lajjo left her _______ behind. 

   
Q.5) Prateek and Lajjo got stuck in the flood. Share a conversation between both of them. 
        How did they feel, and what problem did they face? (Also paste the pictures of Lajjo 
        and Prateek). 

***

SCIENCE
Read Chapter 1- ‘Human Body : The Food We Eat’ and Chapter 5- ‘Plants in the Surroundings
    in Environment’.

Q-1: Fill in the blanks to complete the sentences:
1. _______________ build, maintain, and replace the tissues in our body.
2. _______________ act as the body’s reserve tank of energy.
3. _______________  protects the cell wall.
4. _______________  are the energy-giving nutrients.

Q-2: Give an example of the following: 
1. Minerals: __________
2. Taproot: __________
3. Roughage: __________
4. Fibrous root: __________

Q-3: Differentiate between taproot and fibrous root with the help of a labelled diagram.

Q-4: Define the following :        a) Protective food                 b) Photosynthesis

Q-5: What is a balanced diet ? Mention the different types of nutrients ?

***

SOCIAL STUDIES

Read Chapters 1- ‘History and Its Sources’, 4- ‘Responsibilities of A Good Citizen’, and 5- 
‘Motions of the Earth’ and then answer the following questions :

Q.1. Fill in the blanks:
1. People who study history are called __ I__ __OR__ AN__. 
2. The study of coins is called N __ __I __M __ __ICS. 
3. We should protect __U__L__C P__O__ E__ T __. 
4. The __A__TH takes 24 hours to complete one rotation. 
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Q.2. Fill the boxes with the qualities of a good
citizen :

Q.3. Draw and colour the diagram of the Rotation of the Earth. 

Q.4. Write two lines on any one monument of your choice and paste its picture.

Q.5. Differentiate between public property and private property and stick one picture of each.

*****

MATHEMATICS
Q-1) Fill in the blanks :

1) A square has _____ sides. 
2) When the minute hand moves from 3 to 6 it covers _____ minutes.
3) The place value of 6 in 2630 _____.
4) The predecessor of 37,520 ______

Q-2) Write the number name using the Indian place value chart :    9,15,230 

Q-3) Write the expanded form of:     A) 78,602 B) 8,54,260 

Q-4) Arrange in ascending order:       8704,      1526,      2515,      3373,      8448

Q-5) Counting by hundreds, complete the series:   72,560 ,     72,660 ,    _______    , _______

Q-6) Write the smallest 4 -digit number using the digits 5,3,1,9 

Q-7) Write the greatest 5- digit number using the digits 4,5,0,1,9

Q-8) Write the Hindu - Arabic numbers for the following :
1) XXV 2)  XXXIII 

***

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Read Chapter -1 ‘Input and Output Devices’ and then answer the following questions :

Q.1. Explain any two types of monitor. 

Q.2. Briefly explain the use of the following devices :   a) Speaker b) Printer 

Q.3. Draw the block diagram of CPU. 

Q.4. Differentiate between the Dot matrix printer and Inkjet printer. 

Q.5. Define the following: a) Hardware b) Software 

***
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